
Course Outcomes of BALLB 

FIRST SEMESTER 

1. Legal Method; Paper Code: LLB 101 

 The paper familiarized the students with legal studies from the point of view of basic 

concepts of law and legal system. 

 

2.  Law of Contracts - I; Paper Code: LLB 103 

 The paper focused on making students familiar with various principles of contract 

formation enunciated under the Indian Contract Act. 1872. 

 

3.  Legal English and Communication Skills; Paper Code: LLB 105 

 The paper focused on enhancing the thoughts, ideas and vision of the students for 

practical application in their practical life. The subject also focused on imparting the 

essence communication skills to the students. The paper helped in developing critical and 

analytical skills among the students. 

 

4. History - I; Paper Code: LLB 107 

 The primary concept of this paper was to focus on answering the questions as to how and 

why the present has evolved from the past in the manner it has. Through this subject the 

students understood the historiography and historical methodology; socio, economic and 

political context in which legal system emerged and evolved. It offered a study of 

selected themes and focused specifically on the intersections in history and law. 

 

5.  Sociology – I: Introduction to Sociology; Paper Code: LLB 109 

The paper familiarized the students with the historical background of the subject and 

certain relevant basic concepts. 

 

6. Comprehensive Viva; Paper Code: LLB 151 

 Comprehensive viva was conducted by a board of examiners which were constituted by 

a committee comprising of all the faculty members. 

 



 

SECOND SEMESTER 

1.  Law of Contracts - II; Paper Code: LLB 102 

 The paper imparted comprehensive information on indemnity, guarantee, agency, 

 partnership, Sales of Goods Act and Negotiable Instruments. 

 

2. Law of Torts and Consumer Protection; Paper Code: LLB 104 

The students were made to understand the nature of torts and conditions of liability with 

established case laws along with the Consumer Protection Act, 1986. 

 

3. History - II; Paper Code: LLB 106 

The paper focused on discussing the Modern times in India, the developments of modern 

legal procedure, laws and institutions and how they impacted the Indians and their old 

systems, post-colonial developments in India and the current events of significance. The 

emergence of present judicial system can be traced to the historical developments in the 

colonial India. It looked at the framing of the Indian Constitution.  

 

4. Sociology – II: Sociology of Contemporary India; Paper Code: LLB 108 

The paper formally introduced the students to the key issues around which the everyday 

life in India is construed. 

 

5. Political Science - I; Paper Code: LLB 110 

The paper focused on making the students understand the basic concepts, theories and 

functioning of State. The course prepared the students to receive instruction in 

Constitutional Law and Administrative Law in the context of political forces operative in 

society. It examined political organization, its principles (state, Law and sovereignty) and 

constitutions. It evaluated the contributions of Western and Indian political thinkers in the 

context of politico-legal experiences. 

 

6. Comprehensive Viva; Paper Code: LLB 151 

Comprehensive viva was conducted by a board of examiners which were constituted by a 

committee comprising of all the faculty members. 

 


